Proposed Acquisition Agreement Transforming Research Into Reality
Modernized Airports Winter Operations Program
Aviation Safety Research - Architecture, Engineering and Planning Consultants innovative research and development
methodology for the Revitalization and Resurgence of Americas Airports Infrastructure, offers to the DOT for direct use by
the FAA a comprehensive modernization program development designed to circumvent the disastrous consequences of
out dated research not keeping up with the demands of the Aviation Industries relentless annual growth in air travel.

Program Status
The long-overdue, benefiting the public and American air travelers resolution to fix the deficiencies of an antiquated Airport
Winter Operations System, definied by Aviation Industry Leaders, Aviation Governing Authorities and the United States
Congress as a “Broken System” is delivered in a strategically designed ready state for immediate FAA Flight Safety Standards
adaptition and Airport Implementation.

Research End Results
The presented Program Synthesis encompasses a myriad of existing research results disseminated, present, and
upcoming Request for Proposals, comprised of a multitude of research objectives in a variety of research topic
areas solicited by various Government Agencies, DOT/FAA/ACRP; TRB-NAS; EPA; NASA and DOD, with the inclusion
of addressing and offering resolutions for the recently exposed passenger safety and security issues and concerns.
The principle objective of the program design provides the means for the fulfillment of the desires, Most Wanted
Wish List to make aviation Smarter and Safer of the FAA and National Transportation Safety Board.

Redundancy of Research Program Objectives
Our intensive research and investigation into the state of the Aviation Industry five year endeavor to usher in the
future of aviation accomplishment implements now the objectives of proposed research programs, recently
published, November 2018 Report for ACRP 11-02/ Task 29, Document 37 “Research Roadmap in the Area of
Airport Operations” submitted by HMMH consulting firm. Coincidently this narrative report contains dialogue
consistent with our expressed research and development objectives, 2017 publication of the presented Program.
The proposed topic areas of the TRB-NAS Research Roadmap of High-Level Themes for future ACRP research
programs, for which the presented Program has addressed and accounted for in our comprehensive design are:
Facility Operational Modernization; Safety and Security; Continuity of Operations During Adverse Weather;
Optimizing Airfield Snow Removal; Sustainability and Resilience of Infrastructure, identifying gaps in knowledge.
The objective of this Research Roadmap to deliver in 3 to 5 years a viable solution to alleviate Airports Winter
Operations woes and shortcomings, although paved with good intentions, is just too little, too late.

DOT Procurement Policy Oversight
December 2017: Grants.Gov authorized application submission for FAA solicitations 12.01 (closing date 12/31/2019).
Our 3 page Letter of Interest submitted to the FAA December 2017, declaration having fulfilled all 9 task objectives,
and dissemination of ACRP Research Results (11-05/Task 1) inclusive of at the time unperceived, Topic Areas of ACRP
11-02 / Task 29 culminating into an end user, Airports “Product”, clearly defined by Federal Funding Regulations
to be the objective of research end results. January 19, 2018 ACRP - William Hughes Tech Center rejected
submission of the programs details and descriptions for evaluation, stating all research in this topic area has been
completed, and that Federal Funding for this solicited research topic area has been exhausted.

The State of the Aviation Industry
January 19, 2018 The Port Authority of New York and New Jersey apparently possessing little confidence in finding a
usable solution contained within ACRP published Research Products to the operational deficiencies experienced at
JFK, a Government managed Airport, during winter storm “Grayson” on January 4th retained the services of DLA Piper
consultants, to conduct an investigation into the operational inadequacies at JFK and offer recommendations. Once
again, the observations and recommendations reported by DLA Piper Principal Investigator Mr. Ray LaHood, former
U.S. Secretary of Transportation, duplicates the contents of ASR- Modernized Airports Winter Operation Program.

Conclusion
The questions presented by Congress: How do safety improvements and modernization efforts end up taking 10
years to deliver, costing taxpayers billions of dollars that yield few public benefits? Obviously has been answered.
Respectfully submitted for consideration, Henry Thomas Doyle, Director of Aviation Safety Research.

Dissemination of ACRP Research Results, from the ACRP Strategic Plan.
ASR 5 year intense research and investigation into the unresolved deficiencies of the practiced methods of
America's Airports Winter Operations, Runway Clearing and Aircraft Ground Deicing inadequacies, lends testimony
to the TRB-NAS progress status of the ACRP Research Results: “Airport managers, engineers, and researchers face
problems for which information already exists, either in documented form or as undocumented experience and
practice. This information may be fragmented, scattered, and unevaluated. As a consequence, full knowledge of
what has been learned about a problem is frequently not brought to bear on its solution. Costly research findings
may go unused, valuable experience may be overlooked, and due consideration may not be given to recommended
practices for solving or alleviating the problem. A synthesis series reports on current knowledge and practice, in a
compact format, without the detailed directions usually found in handbooks or design manuals. To develop these
syntheses in a comprehensive manner and to ensure inclusion of significant knowledge, the TRB hires a consultant
with expertise in the topic area to collect and analyze available information assembled from numerous sources.”
Our investigation of research results to date assembled from numerous sources analyzed to be disseminated for
the development of a technologically advanced Airport Winter Operation Modernized FAA Approved Program
design to make aviation smarter and safer intended for Airport Implementation, findings reveal insufficient realistic
research data collection to be assimilated for the achievability of the desired task objectives results concurs with:
Transportation and Infrastructure Committee Chairman Bill Shuster: “We cannot and should not continue pursuing
a costly modernization program based on widely optimistic, overly aggressive, and in some cases just plain
misleading assumptions. The time to streamline the delivery of services and technology modernization is now”.
House Subcommittee on Aviation: “We can no longer accept marginal improvements in modernization of the
system that yield few benefits to traveling Americans.
U.S. Senate: “Critical FAA oversight to keep flyers & skies safe have been lacking for years; new data show
precipitous drop in FAA enforcement actions that are supposed to ensure accountability & Airline culture of safety.
The FAA must be aggressive & more proactive in preventing tragedy”.
DOT IG: Dissatisfactory review. “Research and Development slow dissemination progress is costing taxpayers
billions of dollars that yield few public benefits. The aviation system is just as antiquated and has been for years.
And it will only get worse as the number of passengers approaches one billion per year in the next decade.”
NTSB: “How do safety improvements end up taking 10 years to deliver”? A public outcry in this country is "We need
an investigation by the legislature to determine why these problems persist without a solution for so many years".
Addressing these concerns with a realistically practical answer would be the delivery of a ready for Immediate
Action innovative 21st century modernized, economical and comprehensive Airports Winter Operations Program
directly benefiting the Public, the Aviation Industry, and American Air Travelers. An analysis to answer the questions
of why the aviation system remains antiquated for so many years, and why will a structured methodology plan to
implement technologically advanced safety protocols and security measures take another 10 years to deliver. The
analysis revealed the root causes being: 1) by their own admission, the FAA is not a service provider and is especially
unsuited for developing technology, evident by the many oversights in modernization. 2) the FAA should not be
held accountable for dissemination of widely optimistic, overly aggressive, unrevealing, scattered research results
assumptions of grossly outdated data collection of the past to proactively engage in the development of an
Approved categorically researched product for Airport Implementation without the collaborative guidance of a
Professional R&D Consultant with the expertise to fix the “Broken Aviation System”, fulfilling the Presidential
promised Revitalization and Resurgence of America's Airports Infrastructure, bring us one step closer to make
America great again with the Procurement of a resolution to break the cycle of wasteful spending, regaining public
confidence in the FAA and Government spending, unlike that of, per President Trump referring to “Next Gen” AIR
Traffic Control “After billions of dollars spent, we’re still stuck with a horribly antiquated system that doesn't work”.
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Anticipated TRB Task 5 ACRP Research Dissemination Performance Results Analyzed.
TRB Task 11-05 Five-Year plan to disseminate and implement 10 years of ACRP product/publications, including new
and emerging activities, Airport Practitioners engagement activities and feedback and the solicited creative ideas
and innovations to develop and deliver a descriptively detailed practice ready product for direct use by FAA
Planning and Development, an applicable for approval modernized Airports Winter Operations, Snow and Ice
Control Plan Program Design expectation for Airport Implementation within 5 years is seemingly overly optimistic.
Regardless of anticipation of a fix all solution being in place within the allotted time, considering the predicted
robust growth of the Aviation Industry, the initialization of the task objectives this year, unfortunately is seven
years behind schedule to divert the disastrous consequences that will be experienced by the Aviation Industry in
the next 2 to 3 years. The time has come and gone to circumvent the various problems reported by Airports that
arose during last winters extreme weather events from being repeated in the winter months of 2018-2019.
Delivery of a Modernization Solution Inclusive of an Achievable Implementation Methodology Will Require an
Airport Management Strategic Implementation Plan, Dissemination of Research Results and Products Application.
Aircraft Ground Deicing Program and Ice and Snow Control Plan Design Elements to be built on a Compilation of:
ACRP Report 14 Facts Sheets 1-41, Report 45 Facts Sheets 42-57.
ACRP Report 123, NAS Guidebook for Airport Winter Operations.
ACRP Report 45, Optimizing the Use of Aircraft Deicing and Anti-Icing Fluids
ACRP Report 45, De/Anti-Icing Optimization Fact Sheets #42-57
FAA AC 150/5300-14D, Remote Centralized Aircraft Deicing Facilities Design.
FAA AC 150/5050-8 Environmental Management System.
FAA AC 150/5200-30, and N 890.431 Approved Deicing Program Updates, Winter 2017-2018.
FAA Plan to employ an Aircraft Communications Addressing and Reporting System (ACARS)
FAA/ACRP Recommendation to employ an Infrared Imaging, Monitoring and Reporting System.
14 CFR Part 139, 135 and 121 Certificate Holders Aircraft Ground Deicing Program Updates.
SAE ARP4902C, Design and Operation of Aircraft Deicing Facilities; Guide to Aircraft Ground Deicing, Issue 7.
National Plan of Integrated Airport Systems (NPIAS) 2017-2021.
U.S. DOT Research, Development and Technology Strategic Plan (FY 2017-2021)
NTSB: Safety Management Systems (SMS) Relating Summary Reports.
EPA revised Regulations and requirements to better manage chemical usage.
TRB: Creative Ideas and Innovations for Technologically Advanced Modernizations.
Architectural, Engineering, and Planning for the development of an Airport Improvement Program, Winter
Operations Guidelines and Recommendations for the design of a Centralized Deicing Facility and Threshold Deicing
Airport Layout Plan. Civil Engineering design for deicing pad and chemical recovery system construction plans.
Airports Winter Operation Program details and descriptions for the modifications to the 14 CFR Part 139, 135 and
CFR 121 Certificate Holders Aircraft Ground Deicing Program Manual.
AC 20-117 Hazards Following Ground Deicing Operations.
AC 120-57A Surface Movement Guidance and Control System.
AC 150/5300-30 Airfield Condition Assessment and Winter Operations.
AC 150/5300-13 Airport Design.
AC 150/5300-5 Airport Drainage Design.
AC 150/5320-6 Airport Pavement Design and Evaluation.
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Analysis of Aircraft Ground Deicing Operations Inefficient Practices and Methods.
Antiquated method and practices of deicing aircraft, lack of organizational leadership for extreme weather event
emergency preparedness, antiquated runway icing condition assessment, inappropriate Snow Desk Control and
Command Center remote location, inadequate deicing operations and ground traffic control communication, and
antiquated mobile deicing equipment design incapable of supporting advanced technologies components for
optimizing the use of deicing fluids continues today without resolve. As a result, Airport Management disincentive
dilemma is the inability to facilitate the growing aircraft ground deicing demand. Is the allowance of granting
aircraft ground deicing noncentralized, off gate scattered concession areas to Air Carriers, being disenchanted with
many American Airports FBO operations flight delay causing inefficient operational traditional performance,
resulting in an unsatisfactory increase of the number of flight delays exceeding the FAA standards of three hours
for domestic flights and four hours for International flights, resulting in FAA flight delay fine assessments of up to
$14 million per flight. Air Carriers FBO managed aircraft ground deicing operations concessions, acquiring and
introducing additional fleets of mobile deicing trucks increases the complexity of an already burdened Airport
Managed Control Tower, aircraft and ground vehicle traffic control performance capability, without having a
separated ground traffic tower at a centralized deicing facility. With deicing vehicles operating at scattered deicing
pad locations throughout the Airport Complex or at the terminal gates, a distinct possibility exists of noncompliance
with EPA Chemical Recovery Regulation. The use of vacuum trucks for chemical recovery at various deicing
locations is required where the installation of an underground collection system is not possible. The influx of deicing
vehicles requiring frequent ADF replenishment along with the increasing number of vacuum collection service
vehicles conceivable consequence would be an increasing number of aircraft colliding with deicing trucks reported
each year, causing bodily injuries, loss of life and substantial aircraft damage increases each year. The FAA annual
report on the increases each year of these types of collisions concluded that not all incidences are being reported
to the FAA by Airports, as required by Federal Regulations. Ground traffic congestion and collision incidences during
extreme weather events explicitly demonstrates and will prove to be a contributing factor in gridlocked Airport
Winter Operations resulting in an unavoidable diversion of arrivals and cancellation of departures at the countries
busy International Airport Hubs. Allowing this unmanageable, ill-conceived alternative solution derived from
necessity attempting to decrease the frequency of costly tarmac delays trend to continue unchecked, considering
the possibility of the addition of multiple Air Carriers deicing concessions and the predicted robust growth in the
number of flights annually, will without a solution, devastating interruption in air travel should be anticipated to
escalate exponentially each year. A unified method and practices for all Airports of the United States managed by
Airport Officials, facilitating the plan for the FAA, ACRP and TRB anticipated Airports Implementation of the
recommended Remote Centralized Deicing Facility would most certainly be an acceptable settlement to the
argument and dissatisfaction cited by Air Carriers.

Airports, Air Carriers, Taxpayers, and Federal Funding Financial Benefits.
Airports Assessment of the Presented Winter Operations Program Innovations.
Airport Management Decision Makers, Stakeholders and Air Carriers review of the presented Airport Managed
Winter Operations Program and Strategic Implementation Plan structured scheduling procedures, addresses and
actualizes the Aviation Industry Practitioners complexing transition issues and challenges. Major Airports interest
in commissioning a transition timeline for consideration of executing a structured implementation strategy, crucial
prerequisite is the delivery of an updated FAA Approved Deicing Program Advisory Circular, Design of Aircraft
deicing Facilities (AC No: 150/5300-14D) revised, embodying modifications of the design criteria to be consistent
with the technologically advanced modernizations and improved safety protocols, explicitly detailed and described
in the presented Program.
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Regulatory considerations, standards and practices proposed in the outdated 2013 advisory circular, published at
a time before most of the advanced technologies were available, modernization recommendations have since been
released by the FAA, ACRP, NTSB and EPA through various advisories and notices, explicitly emphasizing the
necessity to contrive a solution through modernization. However, the critical path to achievability unquestionably
relies on professional guidance to compose a composition assembled from fragmented and scattered syntheses,
to deliver a comprehensive product encompassing the desired end results. Our investigation discovered the future
of Airport Winter Operations to be none other than an Airport Managed Remote Centralized Deicing Facility for
Threshold Deicing, evaluating the predicted robust growth of the industry.
The Aviation Industry’s expectation of the FAA approval process disposition is that it will take up to five years even
though the program innovative design previewed is built on FAA design guidelines and standards of an Approved
Aircraft Deicing Facility, inclusive of all FAA anticipated modernization elements recommended, and desired by the
ACRP, Optimizing the Use of ADF, mitigating environmental impact. Apprehension of the FAA’s ability to expedite
a faster Fast-Track Joint Planning and Development for the adaptation and approval is prevalent throughout the
Aviation Industry, citing the FAA approval process past performance history. Timely receipt of FAA Approval for
immediate action must be prioritized to streamline the delivery of services and technology modernization,
addressing Congressmen Bill Shuster’s concerns, demonstrating fulfillment of the FAA’s reauthorization promised
Priority 1 new directive, proactive engagement in Accident Prevention will afford the “New FAA” the opportunity
to regain the Aviation Industry and Public confidence in their Administrative role.
The Broken Aviation Industry is a direct result of the “Old FAA” being broken. We cannot fix the past; however, we
now have the opportunity to fix the future of aviation through proactive engagement by all Air Transportation
Governing Authorities, Agencies and Committees, assisting in transforming applicable research and development
into reality, advocating modernized safety improvements benefiting the public, and American air travelers. Every
day spent on research not delivering a resolution of safety concerns is one day closer to another air catastrophe.
To break the mold of wasteful spending by pursuing a costly modernization program based on broken promises
and widely optimistic, overly aggressive, and in some cases just plain misleading assumptions, we offer to Congress
an opportunity to adopt new guidelines for distribution of grant monies by following our example of delivering an
authentic completed Program Design, answering the Inspector General’s question, why research and development
slow dissemination progress is costing taxpayers billions of dollars that yield few public benefits, and how do safety
improvements end up taking 10 years to deliver? Congressional approval now for the Procurement of this privately
funded project initiated in 2013, researched and developed for immediate action will prove to be paramount,
considering decades and billions of dollars later, never-ending funding of proposed products promising research
result solutions have been today unable to establish by proof or competent evidence, accountability of Federally
Funded Programs benefiting the Aviation Industry, Air Travelers and Americans Taxpayers.

Disclosure of the Current Aircraft Airworthiness Certification Safety Risk Factors.
Pre-Takeoff Safety Protocol and Aircraft Airworthiness Certification Deficiencies Exposed.
FAA 88900.1 - Volume 3 - Chapter 27 Ground Deicing/Anti-icing Programs. Section 1 Safety Assurance System.
3-2170 PART 121, B. (2) Pre-takeoff Contamination Check. “A pretakeoff contamination check must be conducted
outside the aircraft for all airplanes, unless the operator shows that the check can be adequately accomplished from
inside the aircraft. NOTE: The check for these airplanes must include a tactical check of selected portions of the
wing-leading edge and the upper wing surfaces. Alternatives to a tactical check may be approved only with
concurrence of the manager of the Air Transportation Division (AFS-200).”
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“An OTAC (outside the aircraft check) is a check that must be accomplished outside the aircraft. Section 121.629(d)
requires an OTAC of a certificate holder who operates in ground-icing conditions without an approved part 121
ground-deicing/anti-icing program. For those operators without an approved program, any time frost, ice or snow
may reasonably be expected to adhere to the aircraft, an OTAC must be performed to ensure that the wing, control
surfaces, and other critical surfaces are free of ice contamination. An OTAC must occur within 5 minutes prior to
beginning takeoff.” Airport and or Airlines FBO Deicing Operators/Contractors certificate holders operating with
an approved program, specifying otherwise under CFR 121.269(c)(4) allowance of availing themselves of the
responsibility certifying the airworthiness of the aircraft within 5 minutes of takeoff disqualifies the OTAC to be
part of an approved program. Therefore, the OTAC must be reclassified as operating without an approved program.
Airports and Airlines FBO Deicing Operators/Contractors currently performing aircraft deicing/anti-icing operations
at varying remote distances from the departure runway rely on anti-icing protection holdover time calculations
validation to be conducted outside the aircraft by charging the Flight Crew with the task of verifying the
airworthiness of the aircraft by certifying critical flight surfaces to be ice contamination free just before takeoff.
Flight Standards approval of this crucial Regulatory safety oversight arbitrarily allocates a disproportionate burden
of responsibility of certifying the airworthiness of the aircraft within 5 minutes of takeoff placed on the Captain
and First Officer alone. An OTAC to be performed by the Flight Crew is an unachievable physical task of somehow
exiting the aircraft sitting on the tarmac or at the head of the departure runway and then ascending to the elevation
of the wings to conduct an inspection at night and low visibility conditions without having in place the FAA
requirement of having the specific level of illumination available within the designated inspection area. The Flight
Crew’s impossibility of conducting an OTAC only alternative certification performance method of ascertaining an
aircraft’s airworthiness for takeoff currently practiced, reported by pilots is by visual observation of the wings,
peering through the aircraft’s port and starboard windows attempting the determination of undetectable by
tactical inspection clear ice adhering to the wing surfaces. The Pilot In Command acknowledging the warranted
probability of undetected ice adhering to critical surfaces of the aircraft secondary safety risk protocol is to rely on
the effectiveness of anti-icing protection holdover time to be within 5 minutes of takeoff without visual
confirmation. The Flight Crew assessment of a longer than calculated tarmac delay exhausting hold over time
allowances and or the possibility of an increase in precipitation intensity the Pilot In Command (PIC) is charged
with, by compliance of the Airport Certification Manual the sole responsibility of a critical decision to depart the
lineup, to be deiced/anti-iced for a second time, adding several hours to the current flight delay, possibly resulting
in cancellation of the flight, or ignore the probability of ice contamination under duress, being influenced by Airlines
compulsion to avoid the circumstances of the latter with extreme prejudice, as reported by The Pilots Associations.
All recorded catastrophes due to heavily iced wings, have been deemed to be, by to the National Transportation
Safety Board "Pilot Error" A more in-depth and comprehensive investigation by the NTSB would reveal the actual
root cause of the pilot’s judgment error to be identified as inappropriately charging the Flight Crew with the
responsibility of an unachievable task without implementation of the Safety Management Systems (SMS), which
are designed to identify hazards, assess the risk of those hazards, and measures in place to mitigate those risks, by
providing corrective tools to the Flight Crew to fix the problems, and monitor the situation to ensure they stay
fixed. The urgency to fix the problem should not be dismissed based on recent history absence of a major air
catastrophe. Accident preventive measures adopted by the FAA and the Aviation Industry are commendable
considering the complexing challenges to rebuild an antiquated safety system, however without a program design
inclusive of the FAA and NTSB specified technologically advanced safety protocol recommended for mandatory
compliance by all Airports, favorable circumstances for a catastrophic disaster prevails.
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Environmental Protection Agency Regulatory Considerations.
Propylene Glycol Anti-Icing Fluids Hazardous Chemical Environment Impact.
Toxic chemical pollution concentration beyond the confines of an airport.
EPA and FAA current Regulations are presumably inadvertently allowing the toxic chemical to raining down on
unsuspecting humans, wildlife, farm animal grazing land, and environmentally sensitive areas by allowing aircraft
to takeoff from Airports covered with this highly toxic thickened chemical (OSHA: Hazard Communication Standard
(29 CFR 1910.1200)). “Hazardous by definition”. As the aircraft ascends over nearby communities and farmlands
the anti-icing material begins to un-adhere, dislodge and becomes airborne, after the toxic residue rains down it
will then be re-hydrated by rain or irrigation entering the soil and consequently thereby our food source.

U.S. EPA, Office of Water (4303T) publication EPA-821-r-12-00.-1.3
EPA's analysis of baseline pollutant loadings to the environment assumed that. “Because propylene glycol based
Anti-icing fluids are designed to remain on the aircraft until take-off, EPA assumes that only 10% of these fluids fall
to the ground at the point of application. The remainder of these fluids dispersed in areas beyond the application
site. Anti-icing fluid pollution can be shed over an enormous area surrounding a busy airport, diminishing of course,
in a radius of at least 24 miles from an altitude of about 3500 ft”.

Aircraft Mechanical Failure
Public safety winter operations design consideration for the discontinued use of thickened glycol-based anti-icing
formulas. Boeing Service Engineering Report (737-SL-12-014) “The use of thickened anti-icing fluids can leave
residue in critical areas of the wings and stabilizers. This residue can rehydrate and expand 7 times its original
viscosity state into a gel-like material that can freeze during flight and cause restrictions in flight control systems.
This has been known to cause problems that may degrade the airworthiness of the airplane”.
Airport Cooperative Research Report 45 dated April 2011 states: application of type IV anti-icer may result in the
formation of a residue that poses a critical aircraft safety risk. ACRP report 14, fact sheet 21, dated April 2009
describes the purposes of utilizing a "Centralized Deicing Facility" also known as a "Fixed Base of Operations" for
“Threshold Deicing”. The ACRP recommends all aircraft to be clean with a freshwater rinse, whether this
contamination occurred at the current airport or at a previous destination where anti-icing was applied.

Unnecessary Excessive Usage of Ethylene Glycol-based Aircraft Deicing Fluids.
Ethylene Glycol Heat-Transfer Fluid Type I, is a temperature stabilizer, commonly referred to as an "Aircraft Deicing
Fluid" (ADF) throughout the Aviation Industry, including the FAA, is not in any sense of the word a "deicing" fluid,
but rather a fluid utilized in conjunction with aircraft ground deicing efforts. The only practical use of Ethylene
Glycol in deicing operations is to prevent the blended water/glycol wet mixture remaining on the aircraft surface
when deicing is completed from reforming to ice, by lowering the freeze point of the mixture. C&EN Chemical and
Engineering News (Volume 79, number 1) "Deicers work to break up snow or ice so that it can be removed more
easily. The chemicals work by dissolving slowly on contact to create a brine, with the heat of solvation for some
chemicals helping to melt the ice or snow”. Dissolving slowly is a gross understatement, this process could take
hours. Heating the solution to 180°F rather than the FAA approval liquid temperature of 140°F combined with the
use of forced hot air applied at 190°F in conjunction with the application of ADF (not infused with the liquid)
facilitating a more efficient deicing process provides for the optimization of the use of ADF to be reduced by 50%.
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Airport Managed Winter Operations Program Architecture.
The Transportation Research Board of the National Academies request for research dissemination and FAA
Sponsored Airport Cooperative Research Program Synopsis Reports and Fact Sheets published to date consisting
of planning guidelines, recommendations and suggested practices along with a multitude of brief analysis of
alternative method and practices research to be disseminated, providing numerous descriptions of obvious
implementation considerations for each of the proposed alternatives, stating the necessity for “further research
and development” particularly in the areas of compliance with revised CFRs and current EPA Regulations to be
integrated into the outdated ACRP Report 14 Deicing Planning Guidelines and the 2013 FAA-Approved Deicing
Program Updates for the Design of Centralized Deicing Facilities, consisting of numerous oversights, have been
researched and evaluated for induction into a modernized program. The presented Program Architecture adopts
in part these Agency’s recommendations and suggested practices relative to technologically advanced safety
protocols, environmental impact and modernized aircraft ground deicing standardized methods and practices.
Procurement of the presented Program designed for American Airports adaptation will subsequently provide the
opportunity to eliminate the controversial issues and concerns of the Legislature and Aviation Industry of the past.

Aircraft Ground Deicing Operations and Airport Snow and Ice Control Plan Design Elements for
the advancement to a Modernized Systems Updated Certificate Holders Approved Program:
1. Remote Centralized Aircraft Deicing Facility in conjunction with Threshold Deicing.
2. Optimizing the use of aircraft deicing fluids, satisfying environmental impact concerns.
3. Detailed descriptions defining procedures and safety protocols for FAA adaptation.
4. Detailed descriptions of Amendments to the Airport Certification Manual.
5. Data Link: Aircraft Communications Addressing and Reporting System (ACARS)
6. Upgrade of the obsolete Remote On-Ground Ice Detection System: (ROGIDS)
7. Advanced Infrared Technology Monitoring and Recording System.
8. Real-time Infrared Video Camera Imaging interface with the FAA Camera Program Website.
9. Innovative deicing equipment upgrade specifically designed to support a modernized program.
10. Remote Mobile Ground Traffic Control Tower (RMGTCT)
11. Centralized deicing facility Airport Layout Plan (ALP)
12. Centralized deicing facility deicing pad construction plan.
13. Airport Management Strategic Implementation and Adaptation Plan.
14. Extreme Winter Weather Events and Ice Storm, Airport Preparedness.
15. Modernized safety protocols and procedures for certifying aircraft airworthiness.
16. Advanced ground operational safety protocols and procedures for aircraft deicing.
17. Runway Condition Assessment Matrix (RCAM) Innovative Runway Snow and Ice Control Plan procedures.
18. Investigative report on the Spike in Tarmac delays of the 2017/2018 winter season.
19. Aviation Industry Economic Benefits and Public Safety and Security Benefits.
20. Unilateral Strategic Implementation Plan for all Airports of the United States.
21. Figures 1 through 7: Depicting the Airport Lay-out, Equipment Design and Operational Procedures.
22. In flight Real Time and Recorded Security Camera Imaging Transmission Integrated System.
23. Program detailed description of updated Flights Standards for FAA mandatory compliance enforcement.
24. Modernization element infused with the National Plan of Integrated Airport System, the Future Aviation.
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The Program
Remote Centralized Aircraft Ground Deicing Facility.
“Centralized Facility” clarification, Airports receiving grant monies under the Airport Improvement Program
current practices of granting remote off-gate deicing area concessions to Air Carriers constitutes an unequivocal
violation of Federal Regulations and does not constitute Airport compliance for the use of a Centralized Facility
authorized by the FAA Administrator to be mandatory, legalized by AC No: 150/5300-14D dated 8/31/2018, pg. (1)
3- Application. Title 14 Code of Federal Regulations, Subparagraph C- Airport Certification Manual, 139.201 General
Requirements (a) (1) and (2) for a Card Holder to be certified the Airport Operations Manual must contain items
Approved, Authorized by the Administrator. “Centralized Facility” classified as a Priority 1 Area requires mandatory
compliance within 1 year of the issue date of the AC No: 150/5300-14C, the compliance deadline being 8/7/2014.
The United States House Committee on Oversight and Government Reform, Subcommittee on Government
Operations must not allow the Administrators compliance oversite violation to continue indefinitely. The Aviation
Industry ill-conceived alternative methodology devised out of necessity attempting to meet the demands of a
growing industry has failed, evident by the DOT initiation of investigation to determine the cause of the increase
in tarmac delays during winter of 2017-2018. The ineffectiveness is that of the unforeseen by the Aviation Industry
and the DOT productivity and environmental impact ramifications of an unorganized, unmanageable aircraft
deicing activities scattered operations areas not having in place an EPA Chemical Collection System. The EPA Clean
Water Act holds Airport Management responsible for chemical runoff entering Storm Water Collection System.
The Solution to the Administrators oversite Achievable in the Near Future: The presented Centralized Facility
Program Design, structured to reduce and possibly eliminate entirely tarmac delays, the main objective of Air
Carriers capital expenditures to execute a more expedient aircraft deicing operations is to lessen the number of
tarmac delay fines increasing annually. FAA cost analysis report estimates the cost of delays to Airlines and
Passengers in 2017 to be $26,600,000,000. With the Approval and Authorization of this Program by the
Administrator for mandatory compliance, the expectation of compliance by all Airports the United States within 1
year of authorization must be reevaluated. A Practical and more feasible structured translation time line for
Implementation by Airports must be considered.

Airports Winter Operations Snow and Ice Control Compliance Plan Design Detailed Description.
Regulatory Considerations:
FAA: “Safe and efficient aircraft operations are a primary importance in the development of any aircraft deicing
facility”. FAA Advisory Circular 150/5300-14D: Design of the aircraft deicing facility discusses “size, sitting,
environmental runoff mitigation, and operational needs for a deicing facility and how to maximize deicing
capabilities of maintaining maximum safety and efficiency. Eliminating the practice of airport apron aircraft deicing
requiring the use of Glycol type IV anti-icing fluid” resulting in the future abandonment of the extensive holdover
time guidelines for the application of anti-icing chemicals.
The Environmental Protection Agency evaluation of the aircraft ground deicing practices statement:
ACRP: The documented performance of threshold deicing located at the head of runways will possibly eliminate
entirely the continued use of anti-icing fluids and reduce the use of deicing fluids. EPA: "Centralized Deicing Facility
restricts aircraft deicing to a small area, with a "Fixed Base of Operations" (FBOs) located near the departure
runway, deicing may be completed just prior to takeoff, resulting in Type IV anti-icing fluids may not be necessary
due to shorter holdover times".
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AC No: 150/5300-14D, Components of Centralized Deicing Facility, Initiated by ASS-100.
This Program design is presented inclusive of the ACRP Research Reports expressing the necessity for further
research required in the areas of advanced technology and modernization and the FAA anticipated progression
of investigative research to infuse technologically advanced elements, updating the currently published standards,
specifications, and guidance for designing aircraft deicing facilities recommendations of AC No: 150/5300-14D to
achieve the requested research disseminated end results, coalescing to an Approvable Snow and Ice Control Plan.
FAA: AC 150/5300-14D, 1.3.2
The addition of a centralized deicing operation will result in the updated permits and plans. Review of the aircraft
deicing facility plans by environmental authorities is a significant step toward compliance with U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) stormwater permit report per 40 CFR
122.26 and 40 CFR Part 449. Re: Figure 2 and 3, page 24.
FAA: AC 150/5300-14D, 1.1.2.1
The use of terminal gates to deicing/anti-icing aircraft. Terminal gates that cannot meet stormwater discharge
permitting regulations should be upgraded environmentally when they can under varying weather conditions
adequately handle the demand of aircraft deicing/anti-icing treatment and allow acceptable taxiing times to reach
the departure runway.
FAA: ACRP describes this method as "Threshold Deicing". Threshold deicing is based on the use of deicing pads
located near the threshold of the departure runways. Aircraft ground deicing activities at threshold deicing sites
have been proven to be operationally effective and provide numerous benefits. Including limiting the need of
thickened anti-icing fluids due to the reduced time from the end of deicing until actual aircraft takeoff. Eliminating
toxic chemical pollution from being dispersed from the aircraft over the Airport, and beyond the confines of an
Airport. Reduce the need for repeat deicing as holdover times are less likely to be exceeded.
Aircraft Deicing Fluid (ADF) Holdover Time the Guidelines (HOTs)
FAA: Heated water alone is an approved method of deicing aircraft when anti-icing holdover times are not required.
"Centralized Deicing Facility restricts aircraft deicing to a small area, with a "Fixed Base of Operations" located at
the head of runways, deicing may be completed just prior to takeoff, resulting in Type IV anti-icing fluids may not
be necessary due to shorter holdover times".
Note: According to the United States Air Force chemical deicing experts, ADF usage is a mandatory requirement
for commercial/military airports. The argument being: hot water alone will seep deep into hidden areas of the
aircraft’s flight controls, reforming to ice resulting in mechanical failure and loss of flight control.
FAA AC 150/5300-14D, 2.1.3 component 9, Centralized Aircraft Deicing Facilities Shall have:
fixed-fluid applicators (turret applicators instead of mobile deicing vehicles).
ACRP Report 45
Fact Sheet 54 Planning and Design Considerations: Upgrade of existing conventional deicing units vs. phased
replacement of the entire deicing units on a scheduled basis.
Presented at the end of the program design documentation, Strategic Implementation Plan for all Airports of the
United States detailed adaptation considerations and planned scheduling procedures, addresses and actualizes the
Aviation Industry Practitioners complexing transition issues and challenges.
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Stage I - Remote Centralized Aircraft Deicing Facility and Stage II-Threshold Deicing
Modernized Snow and Ice Control Plan Design Innovations
Airports Winter Operations Command Center/Snow Control Center (SCC)
The Remote Mobile Ground Traffic Control Tower. A regulatory facility safety guideline required element for an
FAA Approved Remote Centralized Deicing Facility, vitally necessary to ascertain an expedient, streamline and safe
coordination and synchronization of aircraft ground movement and placement by visual observation of all aircraft
within the operations area, orchestrating taxiing, placement, and advancement. The Remote Tower also functions
as an FAA required “Snow Desk”. The combination of these two critical management components of the Airports
Snow and Ice Control Plan objective is to establish the means to develop an Airport Managed Winter Ground
Operations Command and Control Center. The Tower recommended design guidelines have been upgraded with
multifunctional capabilities to facilitate the operational efficiency of the presented Program Design.
The Control Tower Command Center employing 4 Airport Officiating Controllers duties and responsibilities include:
Vehicle/Aircraft Collision Avoidance Management System orchestrating aircraft movement, deployment of runway
clearing deicing service vehicles, positioned at the facility service vehicles staging area, and personnel/supply
vehicles; Runway Condition Assessment Matrix (RCAM) establishing snow removal and control procedures,
continuous monitoring, recording and reporting runway conditions; Weather Support to Deicing Decision Making
(WSDDM) System derived from advanced weather forecasting and winter storm advisories. Airport ground traffic
control not under command of the Airport Traffic Control Tower coordination efforts via a radiocommunication
system set to radio frequencies other than of the ATCT as required by the FAA Airport Ground Traffic
Communications Regulations. Aircraft sitting on the tarmac at the junction of the deicing facility entry taxiway,
designated by the tarmac demarcation line striping where pilot radio frequencies will be switched from the ATCT
to the remote facility Command and Control Tower, Re: Figure 4, page 25. The controller in charge of aircraft entry
and placement will instruct the pilot to advance to next available deicing station ready position. Re: Figure 1, page
23 for a detailed description for aircraft movement and placement procedures and communication protocols.
The FAA 2013 AC 150/5300-14C & 14D 2018 Draft as well as the ACRP Report 14-Fact Sheet 21, Centralized Deicing
Facility recommended standards and design, are seemingly thorough and comprehensive, as they appear to have
been at the time of publication, but design deficiencies and oversights along with scattered segments of updated
FAA Regulations, specifications, requirements and revised CFRs since their initial conception, and advanced 21st
century technologies available, have rendered these recommended program design guidelines obsolete and
unqualified for approval and therefore unfeasible to suggest mandatory implementation of a centralized deicing
facility for Airports receiving Federal grant funding under the Airport Improvement Program.
Airport Winter Safety and Operations revitalization affecting the safety of a flight contingency plan derived from
the availability of advanced technology for the enhancement of aircraft ground deicing operational safety protocols
certification of an aircraft airworthiness and the optimization of the use of aircraft deicing fluids. Implementation
achievability dictates the necessity to devise a specifically designed and engineered deicing apparatus to assimilate
the extensive modernization components defined, congregated from the cited Government Agencies documented
design guidelines and recommendations, of which the Aircraft Ground Deicing Program innovations are built on.
The initial consideration of providing to mobile deicing vehicle manufacturers and aircraft deicing FBO petitioners
the deicing vehicles upgraded design requirements to facilitate the functionality and performance capability of a
modernized Remote Centralized Aircraft Deicing Facility operational program design, proven to be economically
and logistically feasible. Retrofitting advanced technology performance and safety components to the variety of
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mobile deicing vehicle design configurations currently in service, and the inadequacies current design configuration
to comply with the FAA new/revised Guidelines and Regulations to monitor and maintain a liquid temperature
of140°F throughout the deicing process applied closer to the aircraft surfaces. Compliance performance capability
being questionable, with the FAA allowance of regulated self-monitoring of the revised requirements. Mobile
deicing vehicle design imposes an improbable upgrade attempt of a complete refitting overhaul to retrofit
technologically advanced elements. The ACRP impractical suggestion of modernizing existing conventional deicing
units, from outdated research results, inconsistent with the FAA Design of Aircraft Centralized Deicing Facilities,
Standards and Practices. The design drawings and specifications, RE: pgs. 25, 26 ,27 provides for the engineering
and development, for the manufacturing of three essential modernized components to support the functionality
of the Innovated Program Design, as set forth and prescribed within the FAA AC No. 150/5300-14D design criteria.
Justification of the necessity for the development of a self-sustaining fixed fluid application deicing apparatus
operating from a turret based stationary position, an FAA requirement for the design of the Centralized Deicing
Facility, would be a significant reduction of ground vehicle congestion and collisions. The current operational
method requires utilizing two deicing vehicles with small ADF tankage capacity. While one is in service, the
counterpart vehicle will travel to the ADF storage facility to be refilled, requiring extended periods of time to heat
the fluid. During extreme winter weather events the deicing unit may exhaust the supply ADF prior to the arrival
of the replenished vehicle, resulting in the necessity to employ a third deicing vehicle. Adding to the current
unmanageable Airport ground traffic control. An influx of additional deicing trucks to keep up with the demands of
the annual increase in air travel, disastrous consequences should be anticipated and circumvented without delay.

Centralized Aircraft Ground Deicing Facility Policies, Procedures and Guidelines.
Stage One, Initial Aircraft Deicing Operations Advanced Technology Components.
Remote On Ground Ice Detection Systems (ROGIDS). The FAA AC 150/5300-14D has elevated the need for ice
detection cameras providing infrared icing contamination detection from optional to recommend. Advanced
industrial grade infrared thermal imaging and monitoring camera technology manufactured today far exceeds
sensitivity performance capability of previously ACRP sponsored tests of systems development in the 1990s.
“The human factor tests reported in FAA reports DOT/FAA/TC-06/20 and DOT/FAA/TC-06/21 have shown that,
based on particular conditions of the test, remote on-ground sensors that meet the requirements of this standard
perform more consistently and are more reliable than human visual, and/or technical detection of clear ice on an
aircraft critical surfaces in winter conditions”. A Minimum Operational Performance Specification (AS5681) provides
a standard for Remote On-Ground Ice Detection Systems (ROGIDS) for use in post-deicing applications. “This Fact
Sheet addresses ROGIDS use at runway threshold or as a final check to determine whether critical surfaces are still
contamination free after taxi. Implementation of such a system could reduce the frequency of the unnecessary
return from the end- of- runway for re-deicing. Visual detection of contamination on critical surfaces by the flight
personnel from inside the aircraft is imprecise and impossible on high-wing aircraft.”
A Remote on Ground Ice Detection Systems (ROGIDS) reliable conspicuous infrared imaging technology sensitivity
meeting the requirements of SAE AS 5681B, Minimum Operational Performance Specification would be to fit the
infrared camera to the end of the apparatuses articulating deicing boom 5 nozzle application manifold, specifically
designed to function within close proximity to the aircraft surface at varying angles. The application manifold is
also fitted with sufficient lighting, proximity sensors and optical camera feedback to the operators control cabin.
This camera applicable design configuration addresses and accommodates ACRP performance for criteria 1 and
2. Criteria 3 would no longer be applicable. The FAA (ROGIDS) designation should be updated, omitting the words
emote and on-ground, replaced with, referring to upgraded modern deicing equipment design safety standards,
Ground Operations Ice Detection System (GOIDS).
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Other than the assurance that the aircraft surface is ice contamination free upon completion of deicing efforts,
the deicing boom mounted infrared camera imaging display in the Operators control cabin will aid significantly in
the operator’s capability to determine the areas of the aircraft surfaces with the heaviest accumulation of ice. As
the articulating deicing boom sweeps along the aircraft surfaces the operator is afforded the ability to accelerate
forward motion along the areas where less or no ice is adhering to the aircraft surfaces, expediting the operation
will save precious minutes while reducing the amount of ADF being dispensed. Without the aid of an ice detection
system in place deicing operators are faced with an unattainable determination of clear ice, aka black ice adhering
to the aircraft surfaces, particularly when precipitation may form ice on the aircraft surface sitting at the gate, and
the precipitation type may change to heavy snow, obscuring previous accumulation of clear ice contamination,
resulting in focusing on snow removal only. The deicing operators being aware of the possibility of ice being
obscured by snow, only recourse to combat this dilemma to verify the aircraft to be ice contamination free without
the aid of infrared ice detection would result in an unnecessary prolonged, and wasteful use of ADF. Operators
not being aware of the obscured ice, would escalate the aircrafts airworthiness safety risk factors to unacceptable.

Stage I, Aircraft Deicing Equipment Upgrades.
Innovative Components to Facilitate the Efficiency of the Program Design.
Although the four per deicing pad Fixed-Fluid Applicator designed apparatuses are mobile, a portion of the method
and practices efficiency is derived from the stationary operating position, locating one at each quadrant of the
aircraft. Operating from a fixed safe zone position substantially reduces vehicle ground traffic congestion, lessening
the increasing number of vehicle collision incidences reported annually, virtually eliminating mobile deicing truck
and aircraft collisions resulting in extensive damage and loss of life. Mobile deicing vehicles with limited tank
capacity requiring frequent refilling, challenges Airport Safety Programs, AC 20-117: Ground Deicing Hazardous
Conditions, AC 120-57: Surface Movement Guidance and Control System (SMGCS) and, Emergency Plan and Snow
and Ice Control Plan. AC 150/5300-14D, FAA Standards and Recommendations for the design of an Approved
Aircraft Deicing Facility basically state, “the use of a Fixed-Fluid Applicator in lieu of mobile deicing vehicles may
counter some or all of the above factors”. Re: fig. 5, page 26.

Airports Winter Operations Innovative Method and Practices.
Centralized Deicing Facility Modernized Practices and Procedures.
Aircraft Movement Area within the designated facility location ground traffic control will be reassigned from the
Airport Traffic Control Tower to the Airport Managed Centralized Deicing Facility Winter Operations Command and
Control Center. Aircraft ground traffic, Deicing Operators and Flight Crew Communication System assigning
designated frequencies other than that of the ATCT clearly defines a demarcation of Aircraft Ground Traffic Control
responsibility, separating Airport Management Command and Control Winter Deicing Ground Operations aircraft
remote facility movement from that of the design development challenges of Next-Gen Airport Air Traffic Control.
Optimizing the use of aircraft deicing fluids starts with improved source reduction practices. Specifically designed
to accomplish a realistic chemical optimization program is the deicing apparatus principal designed configuration.
The self-sustaining Fixed-Fluid Applicator Deicing Apparatus mounted on a trailer attached to tanker truck for
deployment, operating from a stationary position ADF is supplied from the mobile 5000 US gallon tanker truck. The
tank truck provides for a continuous flow of ADF to the trailer mounted ADF reservoir tank to the onboard ADF
Blending Unit RE: Fig. 5, pg. 26. The self-sustaining capability is derived from a continuous clear water supply to the
Blending Unit from an underground piping system delivering water to each deicing unit, to be installed during the
fundamentally simplified designed deicing pad pavement/chemical recovery system construction. RE: Fig. 3, pg. 24
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Accurate dilution ratio blending formulated consistent with current weather conditions and minimal exposure as
the aircraft advances from Stage I to Stage II evaluated freeze point holdover time would typically return a dilution
ratio of 60/40 ( 40% ADF) equating to 12,000 gallons of blended ADF per each of the four deicing pad units, totaling
48,000 gallons of blended resources, extending application duration time well beyond that of conventional mobile
deicing vehicles 250 gallon capacity. The tank truck/deicing apparatus configuration design performance ability to
quickly disconnect the tank truck glycol supply line enabling mobility to be replenished at the airport glycol supply
facility. During the absence of the tank truck supply, the trailer mounted glycol reserve reservoir tankage provides
an uninterrupted flow of resources. The service longevity of the supply demand contributes significantly to the
reduction of vehicle ground traffic congestion while lessening the probability of collision mishaps.
FAA-ACRP Report 14, Fact Sheet 9, 1 “Hot water deicing provides a specific opportunity to reduce or eliminate the
volume of aircraft deicers applied. Technology: This opportunity requires the appropriate advanced technology to
distribute the water at the prescribed temperature (at least 60°C or 140°F) Because this practice does not provide
holdover protection, it is employed as the first step of the two-step process”. Step two being ‘Threshold Deicing’.
N8900.374, Revised FAA Approved Deicing Program Updates. (subparagraph 7a1)a)) “The more heat an aircraft
surface absorption, the longer the surface temperature will remain above the freeze point of the liquid”.
The aircraft deicing fluid blended formula continuous flow direction to the deicing application nozzle will first pass
through a unique 10,000 pound industrial grade jet fuel fired inline water heater engineered to the specification
of the deicing apparatus functionality by the world leading manufacturer of inline water heaters, proficiently and
economically heating the blended ADF to 180°F at a flow rate of up to 75 gallons per minute delivered at 3500 PSI
to the end of the plumbing chain. FAA new/revised Guidelines and Regulations (N 8900.431) 1: “Monitor and
maintain the liquid temperature throughout the deicing process, 2: Apply the hot fluid with the nozzle as close to
the surface as possible without damaging the aircraft surface. Increasing the distance from the nozzle to the surface
results in progressively greater loss of fluid heat and deicing capability".
The 150 foot articulating deicing boom has sufficient reach capability, from a stationary position within the
designated safe zone to service the largest of commercial aircraft. The multidirectional application nozzle capability
allows for a smooth, sweeping expedient motion at the prescribed low angle over the surface of the aircraft. The
innovative application nozzle manifold design is fitted with a single column of five fan type nozzles capable of
effectively removing heavy ice buildup from an application distance of 3 to 4 feet, to limit liquid heat degradation,
maintaining a temperature of 180°F at 3500 PSI over an 8 foot wide pattern. The port and starboard forward
positioned units will commence deicing operation at nose of the aircraft, ending at the tip of the leading edge of
the wing repeating the process back to the nose of the aircraft while simultaneously the port and starboard aft
positioned units will commence deicing operation at tail of the aircraft, ending at the tip of the trailing edge of the
wing repeating the process back to the tail of the aircraft. The innovative components contributing to the expedient
efficiency of the deicing operation in conjunction with the 180°F high-pressure ADF are the 2 jet fuel fired forced
hot air heaters mounted on the nozzle manifold, with each delivering 190°F (600,000 BTU) forced hot air at a rate
of 6500 CFM (27 MPH) ensuring a focused temperature of 180°F on the aircraft surface. This dual medium
(separate liquid/air, not infused) differentiating this device design from other deicing apparatus configurations
currently manufactured is the unprecedented principal modernized element of the presented Program method
and procedures designed to facilitate improved deicing efficiency. The extended reach of the boom provides the
opportunity for each unit to deice the adjacent unit using forced hot air only to maintain ice contamination free
smooth articulating movement during extreme weather events.
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Accurate dilution ratio blending, ADF performance enhancing higher liquid temperature, ice buildup detection
system, high-volume forced hot air assisted deicing improving operational productivity, collectively contributing to
the promise of a realistic 50 percent source reduction program, gains are: substantial reduction of material costs;
chemical usage duration mitigating environmental impact; reduce risk of inventory shortfalls, investigation of the
2017/2018 extreme weather event spike in tarmac delays revealed the primary cause to be, the unforeseen
dilemma of exhausting all aircraft deicing fluid reserves due to inadequate Airport Extreme Weather Preparedness.
The liquid application 5 nozzle manifold fitted with two high-volume forced hot air heaters, one mounted preceding
the ADF application nozzles will effectively remove heavy snow buildup that may be present obscuring visible
infrared imaging detection of ice adhering to the aircraft wings, while preheating the ice accumulation. The second
forced hot air heater located on the opposite side of the ADF nozzle manifold will initiate liquid residue removal
and preheating of the aircraft critical surfaces with each nozzle pass of the heated liquid deicing procedure. The
deicing operator with the determination of the aircraft being ice contaminant free will cease liquid deicing
operations while continuing the articulating boom sweeping motion applying forced hot air only. The drying and
heating of aircraft surfaces will continue uninterrupted until clearance is given to advance to Stage II, located at
the head of the departure runway. The endurance of the heat transfer absorption prolongation of two 180°F high
volume heaters will provide natural anti-icing protection as the aircraft taxis the minimal distance to Stage II, in the
event of persistent precipitation exposure.
The example Centralized Deicing Facility Airport Layout Plan, Fig. 1, pg. 23 depicting 6-Stage I deicing stations and
two Stage II deicing station configurations design is derived from the consideration of completed deicing operations
to be consistent with the example International Airport’s regularly scheduled flight departures. The efficiency of
the newly devised advanced technology deicing apparatus productivity and operational performance capability of
dispensing ice contamination free aircraft at 2 minute intervals during extreme weather events equates to an
elapsed time allowance of 10 minutes per aircraft quadrant multiplied by 4 deicing units equates to 40 total deicing
performance minutes per aircraft.
SAE International, 2017 Standard AIR6284,
Forced Air Equipment for the removal of frozen contaminants. Rationale: “Forced air utilizes an air stream to remove
the accumulation of frozen contamination from the aircraft with or without fluid. Forced air can provide the option
of assisted heated fluid in conjunction with the air stream for removal of heavier frozen contamination”.
3 high speed forced hot air heaters mounted at ground level on each of the 4 deicing units totals 12, 190°F hot air
discharge focused points over the entire deicing pad pavement serving as a tool for heavy ice and snow ground
accumulation management procedures, not currently practiced at Airports is an essential integrated element of
the facility design, Re: Fig. 2, pg. 24. This innovated design feature, phasing out aircraft being bogged down in deep
solid ground slush accumulation, resulting in prolonged delays waiting to be towed. Some aircraft so embedded in
hard frozen slush, tugs were unable to dislodge the aircraft resulting in excessive use of unrecoverable ADF to free
the aircraft, adding to the delay. The number of reported similar incidences are increasing annually. The liquefied
slush as well as the spent deicing fluid will be driven by high speed air along the sloped pavement to the pad trench
drain underground plumbing connected to the chemical recovery system. Additionally, the effects of the volume
of hot air dispensed at ground level rising combined with the deicing application boom heaters will create an
environmental dome of warmer air, increase the ambient outside air temperature within the operations area
considerably, reducing the vapor generated by heated fluid temperature degradation, improving the deicing
operator’s visibility and ice detection optical camera feedback. The jet fuel fired heaters have been Underwriters
Laboratory Listed to be hazardous emission free are environmentally friendly, being certified for indoor use.
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Secondary Deicing Apparatus Designed Performance Capabilities.
The maneuverability of the articulating deicing boom capability of servicing the aircraft landing gear, to remove
Glycol anti-icing buildup that may have rolled up into the landing gear at a previous destination or destinations.
This typically unaccounted for thickened residue hydrating, expanding its original viscosity has been known to
cause, being accumulate over time, restrictions in the landing gear control system according to Boeing Service
Engineering Report (737-SL -12-014). Another critical area of the aircraft requiring cleaning and decontamination
are the carbon wheel brakes. Boeing: "Effects of Alkali Metal Runway Deicers on Carbon Brakes. Alkali metal runway
deicers have caused catalytic oxidation of carbon brakes, resulting in mechanical damage to the breaks, and have
the potential to degrade airplane stopping performance. Mitigating action can reduce the severity of catalytic
oxidation of carbon brakes”.

Stage II: Threshold Certification of an Aircraft's Airworthiness Procedures.
FAA Deicing Facility Recommended Airport Layout Plan Modernization Improvements.
The nearest allowable by regulatory restrictions and in consideration of the extent of the deicing pad construction
area to facilitate the requirement of a chemical recovery system practical site location for the Centralized Deicing
Facility distance from the head of the departure runway circumvents the achievability of the primary safety
protocol prescribed for in the presented Airport Winter Operations Program to deice and heat the aircraft surfaces
just before takeoff at the threshold of the departure runway. Therefore, the FAA and ACRP interpretation of
threshold ground deicing activity performed in conjunction with the Centralized Deicing Facility, appropriately
located per FAA Regulations adjacent to the tarmac designated deicing operation area is an impractical and
prohibited recommendation oversite. The FAA worthwhile recommendation of a modernized threshold deicing
program to make aviation smarter and safer is an entity within itself. The presented Program Airport Layout Plan
combines the discipline of two dissimilar operational procedures separated in space and time by performance
functionality, Re: Fig. 1, pg. 23. Stage I functionality: Centralized initial heavy snow and ice accumulation removal
activities followed by drying and heating of the aircraft surfaces, rendering the use of anti-icing formulas needless
and the subsequent Holdover Time Charts, allowing for natural anti-icing holdover time as the aircraft advances to
the next operational stage. Stage II functionality: Final drying and heating of the aircraft surfaces utilizing forced
hot air only. Stage II, is where the final check for ice contamination adhering to the critical surfaces is conducted,
verified by infrared imaging technology to ascertain and certify the airworthiness of the aircraft just before takeoff,
collaborated by the Pilot In Command, the Deicing Operator and Command Center Personnel. The Centralized
Deicing Facility Airport Layout Plan, locating Stage II service areas at the junction of the tarmac taxiway and head
of the departure runway is an essential public safety design element modification to the certificate holder’s aircraft
ground deicing program updated manual. The Stage II mobile vehicle hot air only deicing design allows for the
expedient redeployment to the opposite end of the runway in the event of a change in takeoff direction, not being
operationally constrained by the availability of a chemical recovery system pad.
FAA Part 21: 3-2173 Holdover Timetables and Procedures for Their Use, Takeoff After HOT Is Exceeded. Under
121.629(c). Takeoff after HOT is exceeded is permitted only if one or more of the following actions as being taken:
1) A pretakeoff contamination check has been made, as defined in the certificate holder’s program. It is otherwise
determined by an alternative procedure, which was developed by the operator and approved by the Manager of
the Air Transportation Division (AFS-200).2) FAA (for example, wing-icing sensors, or infrared ice detection imaging
technology) that the wings, control surfaces, and other critical surfaces, as defined in the certificate holder’s
program, are free of frost, ice, or snow.3) The wings, control surfaces, and other critical surfaces have been
re-deiced, and a new HOT has been established.
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Stage II: Benefits of Threshold Deicing.
FAA: “Threshold deicing is based on the use of deicing pads located near the threshold of the departure runways.
Aircraft ground deicing activities at threshold deicing sites have been proven to be operationally effective and
provide numerous benefits. ACRP defines Threshold Deicing as “Limiting the need for the application of thickened
anti-icing fluids as a result of reduced time from the end of deicing until actual aircraft takeoff. This would also
result in reduced glycol being dispensed over the airport during the takeoff run and reduces the need for repeat
deicing as holdover times are less likely to be exceeded. Aircraft ground deicing activities at threshold deicing sites
have been proven to be operationally effective and provide numerous benefits to the aircraft operator community”.

Revised FAA-Approved Deicing Program Updates, Winter 2017-2018. N 8900.431, 7 a (1) (a)
“Under precipitation conditions, the heat absorbed by aircraft’s surfaces will tend to keep the temperature of fluid
above the freeze point for a limited time, which is considerably longer for metallic structures than for composite
material structures. Thus, the thermal characteristics of an aircraft surface effect HOTs, with metallic structures
serving as better heat conductors”. Threshold drying, and heating of the aircraft surfaces exposed to light or
moderate freezing rain, ice pellets, and heavy snow precipitation provides natural anti-icing protection preventing
crystalized ice molecular adhesion to the wings as the aircraft advances down the runway until the aircraft is safely
airborne. This heated aircraft material performance is also published in The Boeing Company Engineering Reports.
The Program detailed operational procedures for Stage II Threshold Deicing is presented for direct use by the FAA
to revise the allowance of chemical dependency assurance for ice contamination free takeoff with the approval of
Threshold Deicing procedures certifying the airworthiness of the aircraft to the end of the departure runway.

Threshold Deicing Benefits as Defined by the Airport Cooperative Research Program Results.
The FAA Most Wanted Wish List highlights safety issues identified from the National Transportation Safety Board’s
accident investigations to increase awareness of the issues and promote recommended safety solutions.
NTSB: “Although image recorder technology is relatively low cost, its use remains voluntary throughout the
transportation system. Further, the use of recorded information for operational and safety oversight purposes
provides an opportunity to identify and address safety issues before accidents occur. While some operators have
implemented or are in the process of implementing such programs, regulatory requirements to do so are
nonexistent, and most operators across the transportation industry are not proactive in this area. We simply need
the regulations to require their use, where the expectations for promoting safety concerns are high”.

Stage II: Safety Protocols and Procedures for Threshold Aircraft Airworthiness Certification.
Infrared Ice Detection Thermal Imaging and Video Recording System.
Analysis of the NTSB reports of air catastrophes of the past due to aircraft airfoil disruption over ice contaminated
wings resulting in inadequate lift deemed to be Pilot Error, a more in depth investigation would conclude that, loss
of life did not occur at the point of impact with the ground, bridges, or waterways, but rather at the beginning of
the takeoff run, due to inadequacies of the assessment of ice contamination by the Flight Crew only. The vitally
essential technologically advanced element of the Program Safety Protocols and Procedures design to ascertain
the aircraft to be ice contamination free, certifying the airworthiness of the aircraft just before takeoff is the deicing
apparatus Infrared Thermal Imaging Camera/Recorder fitted to the end of the each of the 8 final heating and drying
units’ booms. The continuous monitoring and recording of the aircraft surfaces as the application boom sweeps
over the entire aircraft surfaces video imaging is transmitted via the cameras electronic imaging transfer to the
Remote Airport Control and Command Center computer, interfaced with the existing technology of the FAA
managed real-time Video Camera Imaging Website, currently utilized for the FAA Weather Camera Program only.
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The benefits of the Program design to preserving life are many, most importantly is the use of infrared thermal
imaging and recording ice detection system to modernized aviation safety protocols for the certification of the
aircrafts airworthiness just before takeoff. The presented Winter Operations Program delivered product for Airport
Implementation development advanced technologies, specifications and details for direct use by the FAA , having
a Published Advisory Circular Product, introducing the use of Threshold Deicing to administer the directive for the
mandatory use of a Remote Centralized Deicing Facility to include the advanced public safety protocol of Threshold
Deicing established by the Stage I and Stage II Winter Ground Operations Standards and Procedures. Certifying the
airworthiness of the aircraft just before takeoff decision making responsibility policy amendments to Subparagraph
C - Airport Certification Manual by procuring the provisions for the resolution of safety standards deficiency
exposed, charging the cockpit crew alone with the critical determination of the condition of the aircraft by
substandard visual inspection. The presented Program failsafe safety protocol objective is to eradicate the
possibility of human error, is to render air catastrophes due to disturbed airfoil of the wings caused by undetected
ice contamination a thing of the past by mandating the presented advanced safety protocols compliance by all
Airports of the United States, the future of the Aviation Industry, ensuring Americans will have a Smarter and Safer
on time air travel experience, regaining public confidence of the Industry and Government to fix the Broken System.
The FAA Video Camera Imaging Website real-time vital data collection and information transfer of the status of the
aircraft condition displayed and viewed by the Command and Control Center Tower Personnel and Flight Crew
affords the FAA an opportunity to be enforcement proactive, monitoring and recording the situational awareness
by the Command Center and Flight Crew of the condition of the aircraft by compliance of the safety protocol
procedures set forth in the Airport Certification Procedures Manual.
The Ground Traffic Control Tower/Command and Control Center is to be fitted with a remotely operated pan-tiltzoom infrared thermal imaging camera focused on the aircraft as it advances down the takeoff runway. This failsafe
verification of the heated aircraft surfaces natural anti-icing protection holdover time effectiveness will be
monitored and recorded in the Command Center displayed via the FAA Web connection in the aircraft cockpit.
The impracticality of accurately calculating the effect at the time of clearance for departure of the observed
atmospheric weather condition meteorological variables to predetermine the possibility of precipitation forming
to ice on contact and adhering to the aircraft wings during the takeoff run and assessment by the Flight Crew of
the complexing variables and limitations developed by the FAA allowances of extended dependency on chemical
anti-icing perfection holdover time adjustments of the HOT Tables 38 and 39 guideline requirements to the point
of the aircraft being safely airborne in conditions of light to moderate precipitation or heavy snow.
FAA Airports Winter Safety and Operations Advisory Circular recommended for mandatory compliance alternative
Centralized Deicing Facility and Threshold Airworthiness Certification standard and guidelines are a Priority 1,
deemed necessary, enabling the facility for the given storm conditions to remain fully operational during inclement
weather, replacing the currently practiced impractical method established to avoid arbitrarily suspending flights
during inclement weather events governed by ambiguous and arbitrarily controversial Regulations and Standards.
The presented Program modernized technological upgrades solicited by the FAA for the design of future winter
operations standards and practices primary advantage of the FAA Approved alternative for threshold deicing
authorizes the abandoning of chemicals dependency by relying on the effectiveness of the wings critical surfaces
heated considerably above the outside air temperature, while providing for the use of advanced infrared imaging
technology for actual real-time assessment of the aircrafts airworthiness condition throughout the operation
process until the aircraft is safely airborne, certified by the Flight Crew and Command Center personnel for takeoff,
or by observing the effect of the current weather intensity monitored on the FAA managed imaging transfer
website allowing for the collaborative justification of temporary suspension of all flights by all responsible parties.
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FAA: “Data from recorders can help investigators determine the cause of an accident, but an operator can also use
recorders to identify and correct unsafe operations and prevent accidents in the first place. Yet aircraft still lack this
readily available and affordable technology”. Aircraft capability to access the Internet link to the FAA Website
provides for a video imaging transfer pathway from the Ground Operations Command Center to the cockpit viewer
for airworthiness certification collaboration by the Flight Crew and Ground Operations Command personnel.
Transforming advanced digital technology into real-time reality is the primary modernization tool of the program
safety protocols, designed to promote smarter and safer decision making by being better prepared to ascertain
the impact of adverse weather events effect on the aerodynamics of the aircraft caused by disturbed airfoil due to
freezing precipitation adhering on contact to the wings during the takeoff run resulting in inadequate lift.

Infrared Camera Imaging and Recording Aircraft Airworthiness Certification Procedures.
The complexity of predicting uncommon behavioral characteristics experienced by an aircraft as it advances down
the takeoff runway exacted from indiscernible variations of the amount, rate, extending or degree of meteorology
disturbances by the Flight Crew and Ground Operations Command Center is a critically human risk factor.
A simplified alternative to mitigate this problematic human decision making standard practice policy is derived
from utilizing infrared imaging technology beyond the FAA recommendation to be used exclusively for on-ground
ice detection and preflight contamination check to include inflight ice detection until the aircraft is safely airborne.
Early detection by infrared imaging at the onset of inclement weather of the possibility of immediate ice formation
on contact to the deiced aircrafts heated wings as the initial flight departure advances down the runway of the
degree, if any of ice adhering to the wing surfaces, provides allowances for the predetermined speculation of what
may be experienced by subsequent flight departures during the takeoff run. Continuous real-time assessment of
each flight departure of the probability of ice contamination adhering to the wings, determined by the observation
of precipitation intensity worsening, infrared imaging indicating the beginning of frozen contamination not
thoroughly exiting the wings before takeoff, and the Flight Crew airborne report of less the normal takeoff rotation
speed mandates the preempted temporary suspension of all flight departures until weather conditions improve.
(Note: Eliminating thickened glycol from the wings will not allow ice pellets becoming embedded affecting airfoil.)
Accurate evaluation of the natural anti-icing holdover time effectiveness of the heated aircrafts critical surfaces
rate of heat transfer degradation as the aircraft advances down the runway exposed to any form of precipitation
with varying degrees of light to moderate and possibly moderately heavy intensity realized by advanced technology
discharges inaccurate assessment by the certification responsible parties of undiscernible contributing factors. The
aircraft airworthiness certification procedures design descriptively detailed to ensure strict compliance of the
safety protocols throughout the ground operations until the aircraft is safely airborne, specifies allowances for the
consideration of maintaining scheduled flight departures by keeping the Airport fully operational during inclement
weather events of persistent but unchanging precipitation intensity, systematically perceived preceding each
scheduled flight departure interval throughout the duration of the weather event.
Informative evaluation of anti-icing holdover time and protection allowances of the safety protocols by the Airport
Managed Ground Operations Command Center and the Flight Crew contributing to the collaborative decision
authorizing uninterrupted ground operations, commissioning regularly scheduled flight departures to circumvent
excessive tarmac delays and possible cancellations. Justification of the responsibility of this action, granted by FAA
approved allowances can be ascertained from the Infrared Thermal Imaging Camera recordings, the "Black Box"
of aircraft ground deicing operations verification of certifying the aircrafts ice contamination free safe flight status.
Recorded winter ground operations video imaging data collection and information transfer to the FAA managed
Video Camera Imaging Website archives functionality is to deliver an innovative tool to evaluate how well the safety
protocols and standards procedures perform and successfully mitigating potential ice contamination risk.
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Departure Runway Clearing/Deicing Strategic Airport Management Plan.
Runway Condition Assessment Matrix (RCAM), Federal NOTAM System incorporating new reporting criteria and
methodology is contained within the presented snow and ice control plan program model.
The architecture of this centralized deicing program infrastructure inclusion of a progressive Runway Snow and Ice
Control Plan is derived from utilization of the multi-functionality design of the Remote Ground Traffic Control
Tower (RGTCT) Command and Control Center. The RGTCT employing 4 airport officiating controllers in command
of not only aircraft movement and placement within the designated deicing facility area, but also runway
deicing/snow removal service vehicles. The designated controller assigned to snow desk duties, tasks will include:
continuously monitoring runway conditions utilizing the RGTCT optical and infrared camera to precisely ascertain
snow accumulation and clear ice formation on the runway; Weather Support to Deicing Decision Making (WSDDM)
System derived from advanced weather forecasting and winter storm advisories; coordinating the deployment of
the type and number of service vehicles required, based on an accurate evaluation of the condition of the runway
and the estimated allowable time to complete the clearing/deicing operation. Throughout the duration of the
runway shut down, the ice contamination free aircraft in the staging areas will be continuously forced hot air dried
and heated maintaining the flight status of ready for immediate departure. The only scheduled departure aircraft
affected by this delay are those in the tarmac lineup awaiting instructions to enter the initial deicing designated
area Stage I. One example of strategic runway deicing plan procedure would be, with an accurate determination
of the condition of the runway, operations would commence prior to an unmanageable accumulation of snow and
ice, in this example scenario during a moderate weather event a preempted runway deicing shutdown duration of
15 minutes, scheduled hourly. Achievability of this method and practice is derived from the deicing facility design
consideration of installing one deicing station in addition to the complement of stations calculated for this example
Airport requirements to maintain regularly scheduled flight departures. The expedient aspects of the aircraft
deicing program design and technologically advanced equipment performance with the inclusion of one additional
deicing station objective is to advance each aircraft completed operations by 15 minutes every hour, to be
consistent with runway shut down duration, substantially decreasing or possibly eliminating tarmac delays entirely.

Extreme Winter Weather Events and Ice Storm, Airport Preparedness.
In the event of an extensive suspension of all flights due to extreme weather aircraft positioned at the gates may
accumulate ice buildup on the wings exceeding that of the aircraft manufacturers allowances for the movement of
the aircraft considering the possibility of structural damage. A practical solution of the Remote Facility deicing
equipment operating from a fixed stationary position would be to maintain at least a minimal emergency fleet of
existing mobile deicing vehicles to combat this predicament. Hot water deicing alone will adequately diminish the
weight of accumulated ice, desisting with the unnecessary use of ADF being dispensed in non-collection areas.

FAA Aircraft Communications - Data Link
FAA: "Communication among all personnel involved in the deicing/anti-icing of an aircraft is critical. Long-range
plans are underway to employ an Aircraft Communications Addressing and Reporting System (ACARS) data link
system of aircraft to relay deicing information to the flight crew".
Contained within the presented Snow and Ice Control Plan Program technology based ice detection and monitoring
recorder data collection system integrated Data Link network dedicated frequencies capabilities links the Ground
Operations Control Center, the Deicing Operators providing first hand real-time vital information to the Cockpit
Crew of the effectiveness of deicing efforts and anti-icing protection effectiveness probability until safely airborne.
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FAA and NTSB Budget Submission for the Procurement of Their Safety Advocacy’s Most Wanted
Wish List of Advanced Technologies to Make Aviation Smarter and Safer.
US DOT National Plan of Integrated Airport Systems 2017-2021 Report to Congress.
“The FAA and industry have begun implementing Safety Management Systems (SMS), which are designed to identify
hazards, assess the risk of those hazards, and put measures in place to mitigate those risks. This is the core of the
FAA’s risk-based decision making initiative. The risk-based decision making initiative serves as the basis for the
compliance philosophy. The compliance philosophy is the latest step in the evolution of how FAA works with
regulated entities. It focuses on the most fundamental goal: find problems in the NAS before they result in an
incident or accident, use the most appropriate tools to fix those problems, and monitor the situation to ensure they
stay fixed.”

National Transportation Safety Board and the Safety Management System.
“For over three decades, the NTSB has expressed concerns about the lack of safety management. NTSB accident
investigations have revealed that, in numerous cases, Safety Management Systems (SMS) or Safety Systems
Programs (referring to the presented program) could have prevented loss of life and injuries. Although severe
weather may be the initiating factor in a transportation accident, their frequency is evidence of a continuous
safety problem long before the accident occurred. The program design continuously monitors operations, collects
appropriate data to identify emerging and developing safety problems before they result in death, injury, or
significant property damage. Having identified the risk, the program then devises intervention. What can be done….
The programs establish processes to collect and analyze data on potential safety problems and then evaluate
mitigations to resolve the safety risk before an accident happens. They help to predict and correct problems to
prevent accidents, but they can also be a natural complement to investigate when accidents do occur. It is possible
and necessary to foster a safety conscious environment that will identify safety hazards early from a broader
perspective. We have recommended image recorders for more than 16 years.”

The Ground Operations Certification “Black Box” Image Recording and Reporting.
The presented Winter Ground Operations Program modernized design elements, specifications, safety protocols
and the functionality procedures detailed descriptions of the appropriate compliance measures to best utilize
advanced technologies to bring to bear on the identified safety hazards to be fixed and maintain the assurance of
a Safety Management System principal directive of saving lives by having in place necessary tools supported and
urged by the FAA and NTSB desire to be more proactive in preventing catastrophes from occurring in the first place.
The ground operations data recorder (AKA “Black Box”) advanced infrared technology video and optical camera
monitoring, recording and reporting computerized system interface design fundamentally qualifies to be linked to
the FAA Website. The state-of-the-art data-link communication system combines for a practical cost effective tool
for FAA adaptation of the desired innovative safety protocol methodology elevating aviation’s high safety standards
compliance of the Safety Management System to enforceable, enabling corrective action to eradication reckless
behavior or inappropriate risk actions taken, enforceable by means of recorded video surveillance of intentional or
unintentional breach of mandatory safety protocols. The success of the FAA risk based decision making initiative,
which includes SMS and how the compliance philosophy, requires both FAA and the aviation community to evolve
by profiting from the readily available 21st century technologies for the development of an information sharing
network improving communication and coordination among all Airport Ground Operations Controllers and Pilots.
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The National Transportation Safety Board Advocates Expanded Recorder Use to Enhance Safety.
“Data from recorders can help investigators determine the cause of an accident, but an operator can also use
recorders to identify and correct unsafe operations to prevent accidents in the first place. Yet many aircraft still lack
this readily available and affordable technology. Regulators must mandate recorder use and operators must
proactively install technology so valuable data can be used for crew safety. Although we used recorded data to
determine the cause of an accident and to develop recommendations to help prevent future accidents, some
questions can only be answered in the data provided by image recorders, but, perhaps more importantly, they also
help companies and operators establish effective safety management strategies. Data from recorders can be used
to adjust procedures and enhance crew training to prevent accidents. The benefits of recorders are many, and both
regulators and operators should do more to see that these technologies in all their forms are installed and used to
improve aviation safety. Although there may be technical solutions other than image recorders that can capture
instrument readings displayed to the flight crew, those solutions do not also capture crew actions. The International
Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) recently proposed revisions to the carriage requirements of flight recorders that
are currently being reviewed by state signatories. These actions (installation of cockpit video recorders) are not yet
complete and, although the Federal Aviation Administration is participating in ICAO’s activities, it should more
proactively encourage these efforts, particularly in the United States. The FAA should also encourage aircraft owners
and operator’s implementation of an alternative data recovery method.” FAA: “The FAA and the aviation community
will build on today’s proactive accident prevention programs by adopting new tools and metrics to further
anticipated potential sources of risk to identify and remove accident precursors and contributors, and strategically
manage safety resources for maximum safety improvements in a cost-effective manner”.
The FAA is not a service provider and is especially unsuited for developing technology. Therefore, to complete the
actions proposed by the ICAO, advocated by the NTSB, charging the FAA with administrative responsibility to devise
an implementation strategy for a technology based solution, the presented detailed description and procedures
for recording information in a structured program developed for direct use by the FAA to adopt and ratify the
proposed revisions elevated from voluntary to mandatory explicitly required by the NTSB request for compliance.
A cost effective alternative in lieu of an upgraded data recovery method urged by the NTSB for aircraft owners and
operators to install crash resistant data, audio/voice, and image recorders would be to implement and utilize the
aircraft onboard internet connectivity linked to the FAA Video Camera Imaging Website established during the
aircraft ground deicing operations with the capacity to support reliable inflight video transmission for a redundant
safeguard of the flight data recorders saved to the FAA Managed Website.
Implementation of this structured video transmission program would also support interfacing the addition of real
time and recorded video imaging cameras installed in the cockpit capturing the Flight Crew activities, this network
connectivity affords Air Carriers the opportunity to establish passenger cabin advanced security measures in
accordance with Congress: “Each air carrier should have in place reporting and data collection policies and
procedures addressing misconduct.” Video cameras installed throughout the passenger cabin capturing passenger
and crew member activities will aid Airlines in incident investigations and arbitration of misconduct claims,
particularly that of the ever increasing sexual misconduct allegations. And service animal inappropriate behavior.
More significantly benefiting public safety and security by engaging the aircraft's real time imaging linked to the
Federal Facial Recognition System along with voice monitoring in the event of a terrorist threat would enable the
Department of Homeland Security and all relevant Government entities to interpret by situational awareness, the
level of the impending threat, to defend by alternatives to prevent the recurrence of the catastrophic loss of life
on 9/11/2001 synchronized domestic flights high valued targeted attacks. It is important to remember that
Homeland Security is focused on security to keep the skies safe to fly, is not their mission to protect our privacy.
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Remote Centralized Deicing Facility Airport Layout Plan.
Threshold Deicing Located at the Head of the Runway.
Stage One, initial deicing, drying and heating facility pads A-F are located
adjacent to the tarmac. Stage Two, final drying and heating threshold
deicing designated area G & H, not requiring deicing pads are located at the
entry point of the departure runway. All deicing apparatuses operate from
a stationary position, Stage Two units being truck mounted are mobile, to
allow relocation to the Runway Deicing Service Vehicle Staging Area when
not in use. Runway deicing vehicles in standby ready mode located near the
Head of the Runway will precipitate a rapid response to the runway being
shut down for deicing operations.
Aircraft holding at the facility approach taxiway entry point will switch radio
frequencies from the ATCT to the GTCT for entry and positioning
instructions. Deicing station, Alpha through Hotel consisting of 4 operators
each, will be assigned a temporary alphanumeric call sign designated by
location for improved communication, such as Bravo 3, Echo 2 and so forth.
Competent communication between the Remote Aircraft Ground Traffic
Control Tower, Deicing Operators and the Flight Crew is a crucial element
of this plan, required by the close proximity of aircraft taxiing through the
operation area, and the frequency of aircraft departing the deicing station
approximately every 1.5 to 2 minutes. A contributive feature of our deicing
apparatus to aid in confirming the timing of aircraft movement,
orchestrated by the Ground Traffic Control Tower is a visual
communication system. Fitted at the nozzle at the end of the cleaning
boom is a high output traffic control signal multicolor (red, yellow, green)
light device, controlled by the deicing operator. With the No. 1 and No. 2
booms extended to the center of the deicing station at eye level to the
aircraft cockpit. The green light illuminated will indicate to the pilots,
clearance to advance for deicing operations, followed by a yellow caution
light and then a red light, stopping the aircraft at the desired position on
the pad. Meanwhile the No. 3 boom and No. 4 Boom red lights will indicate
to the next aircraft in the lineup to hold position, until a green light
indicates that the deicing station has been vacated. With the liquid
deicing/cleaning operation of an aircraft being completed the operator will
switch from a red signal light to yellow, visually advising the Ground Control
Tower that the aircraft is ready to advance to Stage II. The signaling and
communications safety protocol procedures will be repeated for Stage II
operations. Hotel 1 & 2 operators will display a green light indicating to the
flight crew to switch back to ATCT frequency to indicate a flight status of
completed deicing operations, and request clearance for takeoff.

Elevation View

SAFE ZONE

ADF DISCHARGE PIPING TO
RECOVERY SYSTEM SINGLE
UNDER GROUND STORAGE
TANK FROM ALL PADS.

SAFE ZONE

Figure Two
Stage I Operations Plan

Figure Three
Concrete Construction Plan

The Mobile Ground Traffic Control Tower located at the center of the operations area is an absolute
necessity of the remote centralized deicing facility design configuration to ascertain an expedient
streamline, safe synchronization of aircraft movement, placement, and coordination of aircraft ground
deicing efforts. The MGTCT will also function as a FAA required “Snow Desk”. The combination of these
two critical management components of the Airports Snow and Ice Control Plan objective is to establish
the means to develop a remote centralized winter operations facility Command and Control Center,
replacing remote command center, i.e. the airport managed “Snow Desk”.
The remote Ground Traffic Control Tower/Operations Command Center design will employ 4 airport
personnel controllers with specialized responsibilities. Controller One facing the apron approach lineup
will direct aircraft ground traffic to the next available Stage I deicing station. Controller Two facing the
tarmac and runway will coordinate with deicing operators and direct aircraft ground traffic from Stage I
upon completion of initial deicing to Stage II. Controller Three command center responsibilities will be to
continuously monitor the icing condition of the runway and coordinate shutting down the runway for
deicing operations and snow removal. Controller Four responsibility will be to monitor the infrared
imaging of the aircraft deicing operations effectiveness and to verify the aircraft to be ice contamination
free as it advances down the runway, certifying the airworthiness of the aircraft coordinated with the
Pilot In Command communicating the flight control any uncharacteristic behavior of the aircraft during
the takeoff run, providing flight control with invaluable information during precipitation events for
consideration of temporarily suspending flights until weather conditions improve.

The unique principle components that differentiates this device from others are:
1. A newly devised, engineered and manufactured exclusively for this program is a 10-ton industrial inline water heater and
heating system capable of supplying a continuous flow of 180°F water to a head elevation of 100 feet at a rate of 75 US
gallons per minute ensuring 180°F liquid temperature applied to the surface of the aircraft at a distance of 2 to 3 feet.
2. Multiple (3) forced hot air ground heaters and ducting system delivering 190°F (600,00 BTU) forced hot air at a rate of
6500 CFM (27 MPH) to deice landing gear without the use of chemicals, while also melting ground ice and slush
accumulation on the surface of the deicing pad, a requirement of the FAA, to prevent aircraft becoming bogged down, and
forcing the clear water runoff to the deicing pad collection system to the existing storm water piping. An additional benefit
of this volume of hot air will raise the ambient outside air temperature surrounding the aircraft significantly reducing the
amount of heat transfer vapor, improving deicing operator, infrared camera, and optical camera visibility.
3. The articulating main deicing boom with sufficient length and height, capable of servicing the largest of commercial
aircraft. The deicing main boom single multifunction deicing operators control capability allows for a smooth and expedient
continuous movement over the surface of the aircraft. The application boom is fitted with a custom designed 5 fan nozzle
manifold, capable of removing ice and snow contaminants over an 8 foot wide pattern of the surface of the aircraft with
each pass. The separation of the operators control cabin from the main deicing boom allows for this swift application
movement and, also positions the operator with a visual vantage point of not only the aircraft being deiced but also the
entire operation area. A necessity of this dual boom design configuration is the FAA revised guidelines updates, issued, in an
attempt to speed up deicing operations, mandates that orientation between the application nozzle and the aircraft surface
distance is to be kept at a minimum throughout the operation. Issues resulting in noncompliance of Regulation are
1: Deicing trucks single nozzle high pressure fire hose application method being fitted to open buckets resulted in operators
being soaked with toxic chemical blowback. 2: Deicing trucks fitted with closed buckets resulted in high volume blowback on
to the windshield beyond the capability of the wipers severely restricting visibility.
4. A custom design 45 foot, 50 metric ton four axle trailer housing all the deicing components in the main body of the
apparatus. Although the apparatus is mobile, a portion of the method efficiency is derived from a stationary location, as
noted in the FAA 2013 Advisory Circular 150/5300-14c, chapter 2, c: Basic Component of Centralized Aircraft Deicing
Facilities 7 (b) requires the use of a “fixed-fluid applicators, turret applicators instead of mobile deicing vehicles”.

Upon completion of the deicing fluid and forced hot air procedure to remove surface snow and ice
contaminants; clear flight controls of residual glycol buildup; and cleaning of the carbon brakes to remove
runway deicing chemicals, the hot water application will desist while the forced hot air heaters continue
drying/heating of the aircraft surface until clearance is given by Ground Traffic Control to proceed to Stage II
Threshold Deicing, final drying/heating procedure and certification of the aircrafts airworthiness for takeoff.
The basic components of the Stage II apparatus are the same as the initial deicing apparatus except for the
omission of the inline water heater, plumbing and nozzles.
Stage II of the centralized deicing facility duel stations design, with each station consisting of four deicing
units, one positioned at each quadrant of the aircraft allows for servicing two aircraft simultaneously. Design
considerations for a Stage II duel station configuration is to ascertain stigmatization performance to be
consistent with that of the Stage I completed operations, dispensing an aircraft for threshold deicing at 2
minute intervals. Final drying/heating of the entire aircraft surface, calculating the maximum swift movement
of the articulating boom requires 4 minutes, this equates to a duration of each station to be 2 minutes.
The drying/heating performance of this apparatus located at the head of the runway will ensure an extended
freeze point holdover time as the aircraft proceeds down the takeoff runway. Note: FAA Holdover Time
Guidelines for anti-icing formulas used during ground operation do not provide inflight icing protection.
Applied anti-icing formulas protection expires at the point of entry to the takeoff runway threshold.
The heated aircraft wing surface by means of two jet fuel fired heaters developing 190°F high-volume forced
hot air will provide a varying level of ice formation protection as the aircraft advances down the runway in
weather events of moderate to heavy precipitation. The effectiveness of this protection will be closely
monitored by the infrared camera feedback in the Command Center - Ground Traffic Control Tower for the
determination of extreme weather conditions that would merit temporary suspension of all flights, until
weather conditions improve to the point when the airworthiness of the aircraft can be certified. The FAA
prohibits takeoff of any aircraft in weather conditions with freezing rain or ice pellets. This weather intensity
indiscriminate regulation, with the use of advanced technologies can now be defined, advocating the
Command Center, pursuant to this safety protocol, to ascertain the actual precipitation intensity affecting the
airworthiness of the aircraft, and thereby charging the Command Center with the final determination of
certifying the aircraft airworthiness status for takeoff. This method would alleviate unnecessary flight delays.

One main deicing boom is positioned forward of the engines at a 30° angle from horizontal. The adjacent deicing
boom is position aft of the engines at a 60° angle from horizontal. The positioning and angle of the two deicing
booms is critical to the operational design features to prevent contamination, especially clear ice from being
ingested by the engines. The two deicing booms will apply opposing forces while sweeping the surface of the wing
simultaneously from the fuselage to the end of the wing for the deicing first pass, and back to the fuselage for the
second deicing pass. The lower angle of the forward deicing boom forces being directed aft will ensure that ice
debris dislodges from the leading edge of the wing. The ice debris dislodged from the back of the wing applied by
the aft boom operating at a higher angle will ensure that all debris will be swept from the upper surface of the
wing to fall to the ground at the trailing edge of the wing, over the flight controls surfaces set in the upper
position. While practicing this extremely effective safety control operational protocol, to safeguard against engine
damage, engines shut down would not be necessary during the deicing operation, saving precious minutes. With
the engine running, unyielding caution measures must be employed by both operators to detect clear ice adhering
to the leading edge of the wing. The ice contamination adhering the aircraft surface must be ascertained by both
operators prior to the commencement of the deicing operation, infrared camera technology provides the
operators with invaluable enlightenment of the area of the wing with highest concentration of ice. Another
critical design feature of the deicing/cleaning boom positioned at a high angle from the surface of the wing is to
facilitate a high pressure clear water cleaning of all mechanical components of the flight controls, to remove the
accumulation of expanded glycol anti-icing residue which may be present, accumulated at a previous destination
or destinations, restricting mechanical flight control movement, a well known safety concern issue throughout the
industry. Upon completion of the removal of ice and snow contaminants from the wings, the Deicing Operators
will communicate with the Flight Crew to commence the preflight check list, starting with the continuous
positioning movement of all wing flight controls and slats to allow for a thorough cleaning and removal of debris
and expanded glycol contamination from the critical control areas. The same procedure will also be conducted for
the deep cleaning of the elevator and rudder mechanical controls. Note: Glycol type IV anti-icing residue
remaining in these critical flight control areas during flight have been known to expand 7 times its original viscosity
state. Removal of glycol residue is firmly recommended by the FAA advisories and ACRP research.
A prudent safety protocol procedure initiated by the Command Center Winter Operation Airport Flight Director to
evaluate the prerequisites for the determination of an Airport shutdown, in weather events of freezing rain or ice
pellet precipitation possibility of ice contaminants adhering to the heated wings during the takeoff run would be
to suspend departures for a 3 to 5 minutes test period. During this time drying and heating performance will
desist, allowing the accumulation of ice buildup on the wings of the aircraft next in line for takeoff. A practical real
world method would be to observe via infrared imaging the deicing unit forward of the wing applying high-volume
of forced air over the leading edge of the wing to demonstrate cohesion or non-cohesion of ice to the wing
surfaces. Considering the improbability of accurately calculating atmospheric variables; air temperature, intensity
of precipitation/temperature and wind velocity effecting cohesion, the FAA preempted safety protocols arbitrarily
prohibits aircraft taking off during freezing rain and hail. Infrared imaging utilized for the determination of the
aircrafts airworthiness may divert a shutdown in weather conditions of light to moderate precipitation.

Implementation
Financial Benefits Attributing to Airports Implementation Forecast.
Airports, Airlines and Passengers direct economic gains implementing the presented Snow and Ice Control Plan,
Centralized Deicing Facility modernized program design, upgraded deicing equipment virtually eliminating tarmac
delays while reducing the use of aircraft deicing fluid by 50% and dispensing with the necessity of applying aircraft
anti-icing formulas overwhelmingly justifies the capital expenditure to initiate the resurgence and revitalization of
America's Airports Infrastructure. Annual savings attributed to the substantial reduction in tarmac delays: Delays
cost based on DOT form 41 US schedule passenger airlines calendar year 2017 average cost of aircraft block time
was $68.48 per minute. FAA sponsored study found that flight delays cost the U.S. economy nearly
$38,000,000,000. Annually, with Passengers absorbing $1,900,000,000. In lost time, missed connections, and
unexpected food and lodging expenses. Flight delays also cost Airlines $9,3000,000,000. in additional labor, fuel
and maintenance. Additionally, people who avoid air travel because of delays cost the economy nearly
$4,500,000,000. Violation of the FAA 3 hour tarmac delay rule for domestic flights can be as high as for a 737
scheduled flight $27,500. Per passenger equating to a total fine for single flight delay of $3,000,000. A 525
passenger A380 airliner fine would be $14,000,000. Annual savings attributed to the substantial reduction in
chemical usage: The EPA estimates an annual purchase cost of glycol to be approximately 86 million US gallons at
an average cost of $10. per diluted gallon equates to $860,000,000. The crucial design element of the centralized
facility provides for a reduction in mobile deicing vehicle congestion, curtailing the anticipated increase in collision
mishaps reported by the FAA annually involving vehicle to vehicle and vehicle to aircraft incidences. The cost of
extensive aircraft damage repair, Air Carriers loss of revenue, and loss of life claims are considerable.

Airports Improvement Funding.
Airport Improvement Program eligible projects funding that may apply for the implementation of this Program:
Apron construction; Airfield drainage; Planning Studies; Environmental Studies; Airport Layout Plans, Design and
Development Architecture, and Civil Engineering professional service fees; reallocation chemical recovery systems.
Airport Managed (non FBO contracted) Winter Operations Program Procurement of the modernized deicing
apparatuses, designed specifically to support the economical functionality of the centralized deicing facility design.

Apparatuses Manufacturing Procurement Plan.
Aviation Safety Research, a nonprofit organization with expectation of seeing our extensive research, development
and engineering efforts to develop an innovative, comprehensive, economical, safe, environmentally friendly
program becoming a reality, we have in addition of our charitable contributing of our Airports Renovation Plan, a
provision of our nonprofit charter allows for the contribution of our apparatus design, including all mechanical,
structural, and electrical engineering drawings and specifications, along with specifications of vendor supplying
components. The recipient of which will be a suitable existing manufacturer of deicing equipment candidate, or a
newly devised manufacturing enterprise, submitting a professional generated Business Plan for consideration.

Airports Strategic Implementation and Structure Adaptation Timeline Plan.
The NPIAS identifies nearly 3,400 existing and proposed Airports that are significant to National Air Transportation.
A strategic unilateral implementation plan for the adaptation of the program by all Airports of the United States
primary consideration will be the economic impact on the aircraft ground deicing industry. An equitable balance
between the obvious necessity for a more effective deicing program and the deicing industries FBO contractors
and equipment manufacturing businesses affected by this transition would be to integrate implementation one
Major Airport at a time, scheduling Airports Capital Improvement Programs over a minimal timeline of five years.
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The State of the Aviation Industry.
Documented Affirmation of the Necessity for fast-track approval and funding to Modernize “The Broken System”.
JFK International Airport “Gateway to The World” after decades and billions of taxpayer dollars for never-ending
research grants should be by this time the most Technologically Advanced Airport on the Planet.
The Port Authority of New York and New Jersey retained former U.S. Secretary of Transportation Ray LaHood,
currently a Senior Policy Advisor at DLA Piper, to lead an independent and comprehensive investigation into the
operational difficulties experienced at JFK Airport during winter storm “Grayson” of January 4, 2018 to help the
Port Authority and all Airport stakeholders: (1) first, understand the various problems that arose during Winter
Storm Grayson, and the days that followed and (2) second, to prevent them from recurring. Rick Cotton, Port
Authority Executive Director simply states “The system is broken, it is antiquated at J.F.K., the root of much of the
trouble is inadequate technology that would take time and money to upgrade. Poor communication compounded
the effects the storm had on airport operations. The Port Authority is not stepping away from responsibility”.
LaHood’s response: “We will get to the bottom of this”.
Mr. LaHood’s Review of JFK Airport Operations During Winter Storm Grayson Findings and Recommendations.
Observation 1: First and foremost, the lack of a command and control center at JFK is a critical oversight. The
investigation team found deficiencies in communication at critical points during the storm. A command center
with capable leadership at the top, a clear chain of command, and effective standard operating procedures is the
critical foundation upon which our recommendations are built. Command and control center communicating the
evaluation of runway conditions will assist airlines and making cancellation decisions.
Observation 3: Emergency Operations Center Participation by representatives from all key stakeholders is essential
to facilitating a community based approach to command and control during irregular operations.
Observation 5: JFK operations and other Airport stakeholders must have a common operational picture of the
Airport on a day-to-day basis, which requires systematic communication enhancements.
Recommendation 6.1: JFK management should place an operations representative in JFK’s ATCT during weather
events to collaborate with the FAA during irregular operations.
Recommendation 7.1: The GM should make cancellation recommendations, and JFK management should actively
engage with terminal operators and airlines to promote decision making consistent with these recommendations.
Observation 12: Equipment was also scarce because some malfunctioned in the freezing temperatures.
Recommendation 14.6: JFK management and operations should consider whether there is a more centralized
location (or multiple locations) that could be used for staging of snow removal equipment.
Recommendation 14.4: JFK management and operations should incorporate into Snow SOPs alternative tactics
designed to address varying types of conditions, including low-visibility and whiteout conditions.
Recommendation 14.2: JFK management and operations should conduct ongoing review of, and implement
improvements to, snow removal plans throughout the snow season.
Investigative findings of the cause of aircraft ground deicing and runway clearing/deicing operational deficiencies
observed and the recommendations by DLA Piper are valid being consistent with our analysis of the past 5 years
of the inadequacies of the currently practiced Winter Operations Methods and Standards. The recommendations
proposed by DLA Piper have been observed, researched, documented and reported on by the ACRP over the past
10 years anticipating dissemination. Enough research has been compiled for the design and delivery of a viable
product for immediate practitioner implementation, effectively achieving the FAA and NTSB Most Wanted Wish
List to modernize the Broken System with the inclusion of 2 critical oversights of the FAA/ACRP recommendations:
A centralized facility Command and Control Center and runway snow removal equipment Centralized Staging Area.
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JFK, a Government managed Port Authority International Airport solicitation of a nongovernmental agency thirdparty contracted independent investigation, to expose the obvious shortcomings of an antiquated system. The
most obvious oversight unaccounted for by DLA Piper resulting in the suspension of all flight departures was simply,
running out of aircraft deicing fluids. Given the National Weather Service prediction of a record number of named
winter storms for 2017-2018 winter season and the predicted robust increase in air travelers, preventative action
should have been realized, not only by the FAA to recommend an increase in ADF reserves and deliveries, but also
responsibility for this shortcoming should lie with the Port Authority and JFK Management not having the
wherewithal to realize their own operational deficiencies. Extensive investigation to date of the deficiencies of an
antiquated Broken System have not revealed any undiscovered safety concerns or underlining tarmac delay causes
not realized, addressed as disclosed by the FAA, ACRP and NTSB official reporting, providing extensive worthwhile
recommendations for the advancement to a modernized Winter Operations Program. Expectations of a realistic
fix all solution for direct use by Airports is beyond the scope and accountability of the Aviation Industry Governing
Agencies to directly provide a development strategy for the delivery of a winter operations product based on
technology. The FAA’s expression of not being a service provider and unsuited for developing technology, and
Airport Management inability to ascertain a solution without professional guidance, substantiating the TRB-NAS
resolve to hire a Professional Architecture/Engineering and Planning Consultant.

Proposal Procurement Agreement
The presented Program modernized standards, practices and procedure guidelines, built on simplified updates to
the FAA approved deicing programs advisory circulars and dissemination of the ACRP recommended alternatives
program designs, inclusive of all recommended technologically advanced safety elements, and more significantly
the FAA and NTSB long-term objectives to make aviation smarter and safer, having incorporated into the Program
design all desired safety components detailed descriptions from the FAA and NTSB Most Wanted Wish List.
TRB RFQ 11-05 five-year objective to study disseminating 10 years of ACRP research is an example, demonstrating
slow dissemination progress being too little too late, considering the predicted robust growth of the Aviation
Industry in the next five years, is unambiguously evident by the devastating difficulties experienced at JFK during
last winter season storm sited example of just one of America's Major Airports affected. Each year of delayed public
safety improvements brings us one year closer to a preventable catastrophe. The presented Program design built
on updated FAA-Approved deicing program alternatives, modified incorporating advanced technologies, complying
with all revised CFR's, signifies preauthorized submission for FAA fast-track approval. The operational standards
guidelines, procedures, and safety protocols are described and detailed for direct use by the FAA. The American
Airports Strategic Implementation Plan guidelines are presented in a ready state for immediate action now.
FAA: When the principal purpose is to make acquisitions for direct use of the FAA, the method of funding shall be
a Procurement Contract. A Cooperative Agreement is used if the purpose of research is to assist in accomplishing
public purposes, determining a high degree of involvement by the FAA will benefit Joint Planning and Development.
FAA Procurement and Contracting Under AIP, Professional Service Procurement Agreement (AIP Guide – 300). This
agreement provides for, the expenses incurred by A&E consultant services are an allowable cost for Federal
reimbursement under the AIP. Our R&D task accomplishment is attributed to considerable private monies only.
Expedited Federal Funding for immediate acquisition, obtainable by the Congressional Aviation Subcommittees
authorizing the GAO to reallocate FAA, ACRP and NTSB currently budgeted and future research project monies,
particularly in the areas of technology research, improved safety and environmental impact. The rational being,
the Presented Program descriptively detailed delivery of addressing and fulfilment of the R&D task objectives sited.
By this, the presented solution to fix the Broken System will render future funding of redundant R&D null and void.
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